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AUSTRIAN HEARTBEATS MUSIC TRAVEL GUIDE: NEW EXTENDED EDITION 
 
Where does electronic dance music maven Parov Stelar go to discover exciting 
new music? What’s all the fuss about the new wave of Austrian pop music which 
is currently sweeping Europe? What Vienna locations does legendary producer 
Patrick Pulsinger show to friends from out of town? Which music festivals 
throughout Austria are not to be missed? 
 

 
 

Vienna, May 11, 2015 – Just in time for the 2015 Eurovision Song Contest, which the Austrian 

capital city of Vienna will be playing host to, Austrian Music Export has published a new extended 

edition of the well-known “Austrian Heartbeats Contemporary Musical Travel Guide to Austria“. 

The book’s handsome design comes courtesy of the renowned Vienna-based agency, 3007. 

  

This handy and thoroughly entertaining book provides a comprehensive overview of the music- 

and art scenes, and whets the reader’s appetite for a trip to Austria. Besides a host of fun facts 

and valuable information, this guide, which was published in cooperation with Verlag für moderne 

Kunst (http://www.vfmk.de), features interviews with Austria’s foremost music-makers and 

essays about the country‘s current music landscape. 

  

The extended edition includes a new chapter that pays tribute to Austria’s involvement with the 

Eurovision Song Contest: It features an interview with ESC-2014-winner Conchita Wurst, an 

article about Austria’s Eurovision-history, a critical look at music talent shows, and a tribute to 

Austria’s first-ever Eurovision-winner, the late Udo Jürgens. 
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Austrian broadcaster ORF will provide copies of the guide to all accredited international media 

attending the Eurovision Song Contest in Vienna. Furthermore, the „Austrian Contemporary 

Musical Travel Guide to Austria” (242 pages, color, incl. photographs. € 18.90, ISBN 978-3-

903004-12-2) is available for purchase in bookstores, as well as online at 

http://www.vfmk.de/Austrian-Heartbeats-A-Contemporary-Musical-Travel-Guide-To-Austria. 

 

Contrary to what you will read in most travel guides, much of Austrian music is actually made 

outside of Vienna’s stuffy concert halls and all the way to mountainous Vorarlberg: the hills, 

valleys and basement bars are alive with the sounds of electronic beats, hip hop, metal, queer-

feminist diy pop, indie jazz, and local folk, as well as all sorts of music from around the world. 

  

With contributions by: Austrofred, Thomas Edlinger, Rainer Elstner, Sebastian Fasthuber, Andreas 

Felber, Robert Fröwein, Franz Hergovich, Rainer Krispel, Johannes Luxner, Robert Rotifer, Ralf 

Strobl, Manuel Simbürger, Stefan Trischler, Doris Weberberger, and Franz Wenzl. 

  

Interviews with: Attwenger, Bauchklang, Bensh, Conchita Wurst, Der Nino aus Wien, Veronika 

Eberhart, Effi, Fuzzman, Gustav, hmbc, Mel, Wolfgang Möstl, Ogris Debris, Maja Osojnik, Thomas 

Pronai, Parov Stelar, and Patrick Pulsinger. 

 

 

Austrian Music Export (http://www.musicexport.at) is a joint initiative of mica – music austria, 

the Austrian Music Information Center, and the Austrian Music Fund. Austrian Music Export 

activities include providing financial support to Austrian musicians and ensembles for 

international performances, international networking and promotion, providing information about 

target markets, as well as representing Austrian music at international trade shows, 

conferences, and festivals. 
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